Abstract. The examples of area minimizing singular cones of codimension one discovered by Bombieri, DeGiorgi and Guisti are generalized to arbitrary codimension, thus filling a dimensional gap. Previously the only nontrivial examples of singular area minimizing integral currents of codimension other than one were obtained from holomorphic varieties and hence of even codimension. Specifically, let S be the A^fold Cartesian product of/»-dimensional spheres and C be the cone over S. We prove that iorp sufficiently large, C is absolutely area minimizing. It follows from the technique used that C restricted to the ball of radius Arl/2 is the unique solution to the oriented Plateau problem with boundary S.
1. Introduction. In 1960 Fédérer and Fleming introduced integral currents to prove existence of solutions to the oriented Plateau problem [FF] . Since that time much effort has been aimed at understanding the structure of these solutions. An important structural question is that of interior regularity. A major obstacle to the study of this question has been the lack of nontrivial examples where regularity fails. In [FI] Fédérer provided the first nontrivial examples of singular solutions by showing that holomorphic varieties are absolutely area minimizing. Subsequently, Fédérer proved that there exist tangent cones at every interior point of a solution and that such cones are themselves area minimizing [F2, 5.4.3] . Thus the search for types of singularities is reduced to a search for area minimizing cones. Bombieri, DeGiorgi, and Guisti provided the first nontrivial example of a singular solution to the oriented Plateau problem that did not arise from a holomorphic variety by showing that the cone over Sp X Sp c R2(p+1) is area minimizing whenever p > 3 [BGG] . Lawson [L] and Simoes [S] exhibited many more codimension one area minimizing cones of various topological type. Here we give examples of area minimizing oriented cones of any preassigned codimension greater than one.
Letp and A^ be positive integers with N > 3, and m: (R'+Y -> Clos U be defined by
where y,-G R,'+1 for / = 1,..., A/. If L denotes the ray in RN extending from the origin through (1,..., 1), then C=7r-I(L) is the cone through w-1{(l,..., 1)} = (SP)N. Denote by ¥ the integrand of degree 1 which assigns to a tangent vector at u G U its length times the Hausdorff Npdimensional measure of m~l{u). Generalizing the function used in [L] we construct in §3 a closed 1-form q> which proves that L is ^ minimizing provided N = 3 andp > 3, or N > 3 andp > (2(N -1)1/2 -l)/(N -2(N -1)1//2). Using the technique of [F3, 6.3] , in §4 we lift q> to a flat cochain in (RP+1)N which is used to show that C minimizes area with respect to both real and integer coefficients provided alsop > N -2. In particular it follows that CLB(0, 1)^ is the unique area minimizing integral current with boundary The bound on p given here is better than the one obtained in [B] and announced in Notices Amer. Math. Soc. (24 (1977) , A-ll, Abstract #77T-B8). S(j, k) = Jl sin 0', C(/, Ac) = u cos 9'. i=j i"j
We will also use the conventions that if j < k, then S(k,j) = C(k,j) = 1 and if k > N -1 or k < 1, sin 9k = cos 9k = 1. For each positive integerp define Vp: £/-» R by
where a(p + 1) denotes the volume of the unit (p + l)-ball.
Explanations of the remainder of the notation which we use can be found in [F2] , which contains an index of notation on pp. 670-671.
3. Basic computations.
3.1. Letv' and k be integers such that l<j<k<N-1. Then
Proof. The proofs of statements (2) and (3) are straightforward. For the proof of (1) Proof. It is easy to see that the function C0 + C, cos-20 + C2 sin_20, 0 < 9 < ít/2, has a minimum value of C0 + (C//2 + C2,/2)2 whenever Ct > 0, i = 0, 1, 2. The result then follows by minimizing G with respect to each coordinate function starting with 9k.
then there exists <p G &l(U) such that Denote the right-hand side of the inequality by F and note that F(9x,...,9^l) = 0.
We will now assume ß > p + 1. Then
as any 9' tends to 0 or w/2. Hence F(0',..., 9N~X) -> 1 as any 9' tends to 0 or 77/2, so that it will suffice to find ß such that (9¿,..., 9"'*) is the only critical point of F in (0,77/2)"" '• Using (4) we obtain dF/o9N~l =-2ß2(Np + l)-2mg,-*h2p-*(cot 9N~l -tan 9N~X )
Denoting the function in brackets by HN_X, we see that We now show that there is a ß >p + 1 such that HN_X does not vanish wheneverp satisfies (*). By applying 3.1(2) and 3.1(3) we find Assume inductively that BF/B9J = 0 only when 9' -9J0, k<j < N-l. Then by applying (4), 3.1(1)-3.1(3) again, we obtain (dF/d9k)(9x,...,9k,9k+\...,9^x) = -2ß2(Np + iy2(ß -p^nff-ttf?-7* ((N -k)cot 9k -tan 9k)Hk, where hk(9x,..., 9k) = h(9\ ..., 9k, 9$+x,..., 9^~x) and Hk = (^J1)2-N2 + k2S(l,i-iy2cos-29i Hk>((Np + l)/ßf-N2
By induction we conclude that whenever p satisfies (*) there is a ß such that dF(9x,...,9N-x) = 0<^9i = 9¿, i=l,...,N-l.
Thus (II) is proved.
Consider the special case N = 3. From (5) we have
If a = ß -p, then we define the Np vectorfield Y on X by
Since Y0 is dual to T0, it is easy to see that Y is dual to ß0 = |Q|-1fl. 
